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INTRODUCTION
The goal of Production and Inventory Management is to

maximize customer service while minimizing the inventory investment and maintaining an efficient operation.

Material

_ Requirements Planning (MRP) is a major breakthrough in this
field providing the practitioner with a means by which he can
take a giant step toward attaining this goal.
Ppypose of the Paper
·The study of an MRP application and the determination
of the benefits from its installation are the major objectives
of this paper.

Other techniques, such as lot sizing, order

point, order cycle, ABC classificatior, and safety stock, will
be investigated for possible combination with, or inclusion in,
the MRP system.

The various systems end subsystems will be
bei
described in detail so that a reliable, formal system can

developed.

1
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CHAPTER I
DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY SYSTEMS

1

To better understand Material Requirements Planning it
is necessary to review the various methods or techniques developed and used in production and inventory control through
the years.

Many of these are either incorporated into or used

in association with MRP.
i

Saxcsélexzazs 12,
Years ago the production and inventory function was just
one of many performed by the line foreman.

He scheduled the

work in his department and formulated priority and inventory
practices. He routed the job from machine to machine, establishing capacity and lead times for the production of a part
or product. As this task grew in detail the foreman was given
an assistant who ultimately was moved into the office to carry
out his various duties. Plossl and Night described this move
as the beginning of the Production Control function.1

They

also described a progressive company in New England in 1890
that had a department known as the "Hurry Up Department."

This was the first recorded department actually created for
controlling production.
2

3

M

Production Control personnel were first known as "Stock
Chasers."

They had very few planning or scheduling techniques

and knew next to nothing about machine loading or lead time,
so they chased the parts for the customer who screamed the
loudest. They "oiled the squeaking whecl."
During the Second World War, Henry Kaiser became interested in production control procedures in the operation of his
_ shipyard.

He replaced the term "Stock Chaser" with the term

"Expediter" and described the Expediter as an action-oriented
go—getter who made a vital contribution to meeting production
schedules.

Today the Expediter is still a vital, integral

part of most production control systems.

He is responsible

for coordinating the flow of material through the manufacturing processes.
Inventory control theory was developed early in the
l900's.

The basic concept of economic lot size was first de-

veloped and published in 1915 by F. W. Harrisz and the statistical approach to determining an order point appeared in an .
article by R. H. Wilson, published in l93ü.3

Although use of

these theories was slow to take hold, the scientific management movement from the early l900's to World War II, under
Fredrick Taylor, Emerson, Gantt, the Gilbreths, and others,
helped to provide recognition that the work of planning and

control in a company should be a staff activity.
Little effort was put forth to develop systems and theo-

ries that would be useful in industry until the Second World

W

TWar when "Operations Research" was introduced as a scientific
method for allocating scarce or limited resources.

It was

successfully used during the war, and after the war it was
found that the scientific methods of controlling material
flow could be used advantageously by private industry in the
fields of production and inventory management.
calculations indicated the need for a computer.

The volume of
Most com-

~ panies did not adopt these methods immediately because computer costs were initially too high.

Recently this trend has

been reversed and computer costs are now more reasonable and
affordable by most companies.
With Operations Research the production and inventory

manager was introduced into the computer age.

Techniques for

ordering and control of inventory, such as EOQ, order point,

and safety stock were further developed for computer application.

With the computer the volume of calculations needed to

apply EOQ and order point techniques could now be handled
efficiently.

The results of using these techniques have been

studied and reviewed.

The studies showed that inventory is

constantly in a state of imbalance and the company must pay
high carrying costs for the excess inventory and high expediting costs to cover for inventory shortages.

such as MRP were then developed.

New systems

Techniques previously used

in production and inventory control were improved, expanded
and included in the new systems.

The new systems still depend

5
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on the computer's high speed processing to do their job.

In

order to gain an understanding of the modern day production
and inventory systems one must review these techniques.
Forecasting
Forecasting is the first step in this discussion because

it is the initial step in any planning system.
5

It is an

attempt to analyze past experience, taking into account inter-

nal and external variables, and using this to predict future
events.

It can be based either on statistics or on the judg-

ment of a group of informed individuals.

The best forecasts

are a combination of good statistics and good judgment.
There are many forecasting techniques based on solicited
opinions, economic indicators, averages, time series analysis, and more advanced econometric models.

All are short-

range forecasting techniques whose effectiveness diminishes as
the planning horizon is extended.

However, it should be recog-

nized "that forecasting is not planning,
input into planning.

it is an indispensable

Planning sets goals and develops alter-

native strategy to attain goals.

The value of forecasting re-

lates to its importance in the planning process."u
Scientific or statistical methods of controlling material flow were so successful in Operations Research that "many
companies invested large sums of money to develop forecasts
using statistical techniques, market research or other sophisticated techniques.

The basic assumption made here was that

l
>
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forecasting problems could be solved if only enough effort
and intelligence were put into making them"5
A period of disillusionment followed when it was found
that perfect forecasts were not forthcoming and many companies
dropped all efforts to develop these techniques because of the
high cost and the failure in these early attempts.
The present trend is to recognize that one formal fore· cast must be made even though it will always be subject to
error.

Although tools are available for improving the art of

forecasting, the amount of money and effort put into applying
such tools rapidly reaches a point of diminishing returns.
Beyond this point it is far more profitable to develop flexibility to cope with forecast inaccuracy instead of improving
the forecast.

"The best solution is to develop an economic

forecasting system and a production control system that detects
and measures forecast errors and reacts quickly to correct for
Systems including stock replenishment techni- 6
ques, safety stock methods, EOQ, and ultimately MRP systems
such errors."6

have been developed to fill the void created by the forecast
error.
Forecasting continues to be an integral, primary input
used in the planning systems.

The forecast can be thought of

as a tool which serves to start in motion all production and
inventory systems.

It is used to develop the production plan

and ultimately becomes the basis for the master schedule,
which is the prime input to the MRP system.

A

l,
/
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ätock Replenishment Systems_
Once the decision to carry an item in inventory is made
it becomes necessary to establish a system of controlling that
inventory.

The questions of "when" and "how much" to order

must be answered.

Management can establish various stock re-

plenishment systems to answer these questions and to assure
timely, effective reaction to forecast error.

T

T

when to Order
The order point and order cycle systems are methods
used to answer the "when" question of order replacement.
The order point system

”The order point system is a primary technique for determining when to order.

It is based on a forecast or estimate

of demand over the replenishment lead time.
.

Most formulas for

order point calculations also include or add an amount of
safety stock to the figure shown as the amount of demand during
lead time.
Through these calculations the quantity in inventory
which will cover requirements during the replenishment cycle
is determined.

When the inventory reaches this point an order
is placed for the manufacture or purchase of the needed part.
As the inventory nears the zero level, the parts will supposedly arrive, thus rebuilding the inventory so future demands

can be met and a stockout situation can be avoided.
There are some variations of the order point system in

\

I
8

use.

I
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They are the two bin system or marked bin system.

In

these systems a segment of the inventory equal to the order

point quantity described above is placed in another storage
bin or is marked in a single bin system so it can be distinguished from the rest of the inventory of this item.

When

withdrawals are made, they come from the inventory other than
that set aside in the order point quantity.

When all this in-

. ventory is gone and it becomes necessary to draw from the
order point quantity, a replenishment order is placed.
Mechanical devices like the two bin system offer the advantage of simplicity and eliminate the need for keeping perpetual inventory records.

Most companies use this system for

low cost, fast-moving items where it is more costly to keep
records than it is to carry larger inventories.
A replenishment order for an item must be placed as the
order point is broken, therefore each item is handled as an

independent demand item.

Orders are placed in a random fash-

ion, and potential savings of placing orders for other items»
with the same vendor or related items of inventory together
are lost.
Inventory records are reviewed every time a transaction
takes place affecting that particular inventory item.

Orders

placed when the order point is broken are normally in set or
established quantities.

It is advantageous to review the usage

pattern whenever posting to the inventory records so order
point quantities can be adjusted to meet varying demands.

I

I

\

I
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Too many systems are set up for automatic placing of orders
and this leads in some cases to excess inventory and in other
cases to stockouts.
The order cycle system
The second system of control, which was mentioned above,
is the order cycle system.
E

at set intervals of time.

Here orders are placed for an item
Each order is for the quantity

necessary to bring the on-hand and on-order inventory to a
predetermined level.
The order cycle system eliminates the problem of inde-

pendent ordering for each item.

By setting a fixed time inter-

Val for reviewing parts, a group of parts from the same Vendor
can be ordered at one time, taking advantage of discount prices
and transportation economies.

The ordering workload also can

be better planned.
The basic difference between the two systems is (l) the

order quantity is fixed and the time interval between orders
varies in the order point system; and, (2) the time period be-

tween orders is fixed and the order quantity varies in the
order cycle system.
Inventory requirements are usually higher for the order

cycle system than the order point system.

If inventory usage

during the ordering cycle is greater than expected, this will

not be recognized until it is time to place another order.
Higher safety stock must be carried to cover this very definite

lO
ypossibility.
Although each of the above systems can be used advantageously, the order point system with its constant review of
the stock status and lower inventory requirements is the one
preferred by the company whose system will be described later
in this paper.

It will be the system used to control the

ordering of independent demand items and will be used in con'

junction wiuuthe MRP system for this purpose.
How Much to Order
Three methods of determining dynamic order quantities
are the least unit cost, the least total cost, and the discrete order quantity.

The least unit cost method
The least unit cost method calculates the cost of
inventory and setup cost per piece and orders the quantity
indicated when the combination of these costs is the lowest.
These calculations do give the lowest unit cost; but on further
analysis, despite its apparent unassailable logic, this method
turns out to be a very uneconomical way of determing order
n

quantities.

It develops ordering patterns that result in ex-

cessive inventory and also excessive setup charges.

The least total cost method
The least total cost method is based on the same principle as the economic order quantity calculations (EOQ).

This

l J-1

method calculates the total annual setup costs and then adds

;

the cost for carrying the average amount of inventory that
will-be in stock during that year.

The order quantity is

established when the combination of these costs are the lowest.
Using the EOQ formula is one way to determine the least total
cost.

EOQ
·

=v 2 RS
UC

where
EOQ

=

Economic Order Qty — Least Total Cost

R

=

Annual Usage

S
U

=
=

Setup Cost
Unit Cost

C

=

Cost of Carrying Inventory

(expressed as a percentage)

Using this formula for an item with an annual usage of
600 pieces, a $50.00 setup, a $3.00 unit cost, and a 20%

carrying cost, the EOQ would be 316 pieces.
A second method used to calculate least total cost is

shown in Table 1.

y

TABLE 1
LEAST TOTAL COST REORDER CALCULATIONS
Order
per year

1

2
3

A
5

6

Total Setup
Costs

$

50

100
150

200
250
300

Inventory
Carrying Costs

Total
Cost

$ 180

$ 230

M5
36

2#5
286

90
0
30

190
210
330
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The least total cost is achieved as shown in Table l by
placing two orders per year.

It was stated earlier that annual

usage would be 600, and when this figure is divided by two (orders per year) an order of 300 pieces is indicated.

This is

approximately the same figure found by using the EOQ formula.
Whenever the EOQ formula is used, there is a tendency
to oversimplify the problem by making several assumptions.
— First of all, it is assumed that the usage rate will be fairly
constant between orders and that there will be no change in
carrying cost, annual usage, or setup and restocking cost.

Further assumptions are that there will be no capacity or
storage problems.
The optimum figures produced by the formula are only
valid until there is a change in the costs mentioned above.
If a change does occur, new figures must be used (changes in
cost) in the formula to compute new optimum order quantities.
EOQ techniques create imbalance in inventory because

they are computed on a lowest cost basis and are dependent on
a level demand.

Uneven supply of components used on an assem-

bly leads to either shortages or increased oarrying cost.
When lot sizes for a component and its assembly are calculated
independently, the quantities do not match and thus the economy
supposedly gained by use of the EOQ formula is lost.
Suppose an assembly is manufactured in lot sizes of 300.
One component's EOQ is 500, a second component's EOQ is 800,

and still a third component has an EOQ of 200.

One can readily

1
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see the inventory imbalance; components one and two have residual inventory carried in stock which serves no purpose but takes
up space and costs money.

Component number three will not be

available in sufficient quantity to meet the demand created by
the manufacture of the 300 assemblies.

Another technique, actually based on the same theory as
EOQ but modified for use in an environment of discrete period
_ demand, was developed to avoid carrying inventory for long periods of time (inventory remnants).

This technique, known as

Period Order Quantity (POQ) calculates fixed order intervals
so that remnants are avoided and inventory carrying costs are

reduced.
‘The EOQ for a part is first calculated in the normal way,

using the standard EOQ formula.

The quantity established as

the EOQ is then divided into the annual forecasted quantity to
determine the number of orders to be placed per year.

When

the number of orders per year is determined, fixed equal intervals to reorder said material are set up, i.e.,

= Number of orders per year
= Fixed Interval between Orders
This method is more effective than the EOQ because,
although setup costs are the same, the cost of carrying will
tend to be lower under POQ.

Thus, total costs are reduced.

Like EOQ, POQ's effectiveness is decreased by discontinuous,

in

E

non-uniform demand.
Fixed order intervals, like the POQ technique, would
necessitate carrying higher inventories.

Increased demand

would not be covered with this system and would not be discovered until the inventory was depleted and a stockout was
experienced.
"The most experienced practitioners

.

today recognize that economic order
quantity calculation is not the most
significant thing to do. Very few companies can point to large inventory
reductions or large savings in order-

ing cost that are truly generated by

r

EOQ.

Today, a lot more emphasis is

being placed on the 'when' aspect of
production and inventory management.
°

Getting the right material to the

right place at the right time can

generate very significant results." 7

The discrete ordering technique
The discrete ordering technique is the third method of
determining order quantity.

This technique provides coverage

for net requirements on a period—by—period basis, and the
planned order quantity always equals the net requirements
being covered.

It minimizes carrying costs by ordering only

the quantity needed for each period of demand.

The orders are

placed so the item is received in inventory early in the period
in which it will be withdrawn to be used on a higher level
assembly.

This results in a drastic reduction in inventory

and is based on the theory that it is unnecessary to carry

15
items in inventory unless they can be used quickly or be
turned over frequently.
Safety StocE_
The APICS dictionary describes safety stock as
"the average amount of stock on hand

_

when a replenishment quantity is received.
Its purpose is to protect against the un—
certainty in demand and in length of the
replenishment time. The size of the safety
stock is dependent upon the expected devia—

tion of the actuäl lead time usage from
forecast usage."

Safety stock is an integral part of both the order point
system and the MRP system.

Its primary purpose is to compen-

sate for fluctuations in uncertain demand or forecast error.
This compensation takes place during the replenishment cycle
which is that time interval between the placing of an order
for and the receiving of the goods ordered.
Several Techniques for Determining Safety Stock
"The problem of determining the proper
safety stock is a difficult one for which
there is no easy solution. The amount of
safety stock required is a function consisting of the following elements.
l.

The ability to forecast
demand accurately

2.
3.

The length of lead time
The ability to forecast or

U.

The size of the order quantity

5.

The service level desired"9

control lead time accurately

•
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Square root formula
The square root formula is the simplest statistical
method of determining the proper amount of safety stock. When
using this technique for a component common to more than one
assembly the calculations are based on the theory that "maximum demand for all assemblies using this component is unlikely
to occur simultaneously."lO

Table 2 is an example of a com-

.tponent used in three different assemblies for which the expected forecast error has already been determined.
TABLE 2
FORECAST ERROR - 3 ASSEMBLIES

_

I'¤.'§E'é’1¥1'i’a'i"""""y'”i·'ä~'é”ä'€""""""°§"5'?""""""“"‘""‘"1??i~"5'£
A
B

10
20

C

15

3
7

5

The safety stock could be set at fifteen pieces, the sum
of the expected forecast error; but this would lead to excess y
inventory. Based on the above theory, the formula that determines the square root of the sum of the squares would be

used, i.e„•

Safety Steck =

=—·
=

(3>2 + (7>2 + (s)2

•/BT
9

Experience has shown that a high degree of customer

1

1
service can be met while carrying a smaller amount of safety
stock in inventory.

Standard deviation
Another popular technique uses the standard deviation of
the forecast error to determine the amount of safety stock.
The standard deviation is calculated in the following steps
(Table 3).

1.

Subtract actual sales from forecast to determine

the actual deviation for each period.

2.

Square the amount of deviation and total the sum of

squares.
.3.

Divide the sum of squares by the number of periods

in the calculation to get the average of the squares.
4.

The square root of the average of the squares is

the standard deviation.

_

TABLE 3

CALCULATING STANDARD DEVIATION
Week
1

Forecast
100

Sales
80

100

120

100

2

3

100

4
5

100
100

90
120

7
8
9

100
100
100

90
110
70

100

6

10
Total

=

100
1000

140

100
1020

Deviation
20

——

20

10
20

40

10
10
30

——.

160

(Deviation)2
400

——

400

100
400

1600
100
100
900

-4000

E

18
Average deviation = QLQQQ = 400
10

Standard deviation =\/E- =

(

20

Assuming normal distribution, it is determined that the demand could be covered 50% of the time without any safety stock.
If safety stock is added in a quantity equal to the amount shown
as one standard deviation, demand is covered for an additional
_ 34% of the time.

Now demand is covered for 84% of the time

(average plus one standard deviation) during which a stockout
should not occur. Adding a second standard deviation, gains
‘

another 14% coverage and now will cover for 98% of the time
without a stockout. Service will ngt be provided only two
times out of a hundred demands, or 2% of the time.
Mean absolutx deviation
It was recognized that the calculations necessary to
arrive at the standard deviation were many and so tedious
that an alternate or simplified technique was developed.
Here the mean absolute deviation (MAD), ignoring the plus
or minus signs, is multiplied by 1.25.

This shortcut gives

approximately the same figure for the standard deviation.
Using the figures from the chart in Table 3 this method

is used in the following way:

Average deviation = 160 = 16
10

MAD x 1.25 = 16 x 1.25 = 20 (standard deviation)

(

“
19
With either approach a standard deviation of 20 is cal-

'

culated.Determining the Amount of Safety Stock

In order to determine the amount of safety stock to carry
the degree of service must be defined. It may be found that
a certain level of service will suffice because the cost of

carrying any more of this item in stock is prohibitive. The
° cost of carrying additional inventory must be balanced against
the amount of service given.

Charts can be developed and used

that show the percentage of the order cycle without stockout
as related to a safety factor using either standard deviation
or mean absolute deviation (Table M).
The amount of safety stock can be determined by

TABLE M
SAFETY FACTOR FOR NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

Service Level
50.00%
75.00
80.00

2

Standard
0.00
0.8M
0.67

0.00
1.05

0.8M

8M.13

1.00

1.25

89.00

1.25

1.56

85.00

90.00

1.0M

1.28

1.30

1.60

9M.00
99-52
95.00

1.56
1.60
1.65

1.50

1.88

97.72

2.00

2.50

93-32

98.00

2.05

1.95
2.00
2.06
2.56

20
multiplying either the Standard Deviation or MAD by the figure
shown opposite the desired service level.

In summary, safety stock calculations are somewhat complicated and include:
(l)
per year.

Determining the number of allowable stockouts

This is a management decision, not a calculation.
(2)

Determining the number of exposures to stock-

. out per year.

The number of orders placed for the item each

year.

(3)

Determining a service fraction which is ex-

pressed as a percentage and calculated as the number of replenishment cycles during which a stockout is not expected.
°

(M)

Determining a safety factor which must be

w

multiplied by the mean absolute deviation to attain a percentage of service level. The percentage of coverage is
charted using a number of standard deviations and mean absolute deviations necessary to attain that service level.
(5)

p

Determining the total number of units for the

MAD and multiplying this figure by the safety factor to arrive
at the proper amount of safety stock.

ABC Inventory Classification
This system of inventory classification recognizes that
a given small percentage of the total number of components in

inventory will comprise a large percentage of the annual dollar
value and a large percentage of the components will comprise a

21
small percentage of the annual dollar value of the inventory.

To arrive at this classification the items in inventory are
listed in decreasing order of annual dollar value.

The list

is split into three basic classifications:
(1)

"A" items are the relatively few high value

items that account for 75%-80% of the total value of the inventory but only 15%-20% of the total number of components in

· inventory.

These items are usually ordered in quantities

equal to the exact requirements.

The idea is to apply the

bulk of the limited planning and control resources to the high
dollar inventory items that have the most effect on the overall inventory investment.
·
(2) "B" items are the medium value items that
account for approximately 15% of the total inventory value and
about 30%-#0% of the total components in inventory.

A maximum/

minimum ordering system is usually used for this class item.
A lesser degree of control is placed on the ordering of these
items than the "A" item.
(3)

"C" items are lower value items that account

for only 5%-10% of the total inventory value and #0%-50% of
the total components in inventory.

This category includes

items such as nuts, bolts and screws that are usually dispersed
in bulk quantities. They are often carried in a two bin system and recorded automatically when the quantity in the first
bin is depleted.
The high speed computer processing of the inventory

22
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data has expanded the limited planning and control time available to the inventory specialist.

He is freed from a number

of the menial search, post, and study tasks for all of the inventory records.

He now has more time available for planning

and for closer control of a greater number of components.

Closer control of both "A" and "B" items can now be accomplished and both can be ordered in discrete order quantities.
—

A record of the orders placed for "C" items should also
be maintained on the computer and be reviewed periodically for
possible changes in the bin quantities.

The bin quantities

change whenever lead time or usage factors change.

p

Summary
The methods described in this chapter represent a steady

growth in system development for the production and inventory
field.

It has progressed from intuitive ordering, through the

various order replenishment systems, to the concerted, correlated and detailed development of the MRP system.
did not completely replace the old.

New systems

tach development has

been used as a stepping stone toward further improvement.
Many of the older systems have been expanded, improved,
and included in the new MRP system.

CHAPTER II
AN OVERVIEW OF AN MRP SYSTEM
Need for Improved Techniques

The need for improved planning methods was pointed out
_ by a shifting of the cost balance in production
and inventory
control.

Computer costs are declining while inventory costs
continue to skyrocket. "Production and Inventory control is
further spotlighted by unstable interest rates, material
shortages, high inventory, order cancellations and scheduling
inefficiencies.

All these factors affect the profit picture."ll
The factors also point out the ineffective and inefficient
teehniques being used.

These problems are relative to the
basic functions of production and inventory control which
are
the planning and control of priorities and capacities associated with the flow of material within the company. MRP has
been developed as a planning and control tool that can be used
effectively to combat and eliminate these problems.
C

The Need for a Formal workable System

Before high speed computer processing was available the
limitations of the manual system made it necessary to use short
cuts, approximations and summaries to do the job. Sometimes
methods were force—fitted to reality so a particular technique
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could be used.

s

Although the manual system was a detailed formal system, it could neither react quickly enough to change nor process the large volume of information necessary to sustain itself. When the information generated by the formal system
was not timely and complete, faith in the system diminished.
The formal system was often aborted in favor of informal sys~ tems such as shortage lists and expediting.
-

Companies became

more dependent on key personnel and the formal system was no
longer used to control the material flow. Shortage lists
took the place of the schedule and the company was completely
reliant on makeshift informal systems and the individual
operating under these systems.
When the key man retired or left the company, there were
no tools available to the company with which to fill the void
created by this man's absence.

The completion of the job was

dependent on this individual's experience, and a replacement

would lack this experience.

4

A formal system could have been

used to train new people, thus easing the transition and
filling the above-mentioned void.
Material Requirements Planning is a system which uses
the high speed information processing of the computer to generate the necessary information fast enough to plan and control
the formal system.

It is a game plan that enablcs schedulers

to respond to changes in a coordinated way while lowering in-

ventory levels, reducing production costs, and improving customer

25service.
The information generated by this computer—based formal
system is both timely and complete.

It is a workable system,

in which the user can have complete confidence because of its
speed and thoroughness.

It places the emphasis back on the

system rather than on the experience of the individual.
Definition ofza1MRP System
C
"A material requirements planning
system consists of a set of logically
related procedures, decision rules,

and records designed to translate a

,

master production schedule into time-

_

phased net requirements, and the
coverage of such requirements for
tach component inventory item needed
to implemcnt the schedule. An MRP
system replans net requirements and
coverage as a result of changes in

either the master production schedule, or inventory status, or product

composition." C

_

MRP will plan, release and control orders so that material arrives when it is needed.

It is a planning and control

system whose objectives are the minimization of inventory and
delivery schedule maintenance.

MRP will process the master

schedule through a bill of material explosion to determine the
gross requirements for each needed component.
C

The gross re-

quirements are checked against the inventory record and the
available inventory is used to calculate net requirements. The
system tells the planner if an order should be placed and when
the order should be delivered.

Open orders are also checked
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and their due dates are re—evaluated.
Concepts Integrated in MRP
Material Requirements Planning actually integrates a
number of basic concepts:

”

l.

The concept of dependent demand

2.

The concept of lead time offsetting

3.

The concept of inventory balancing

4.

The concept of high speed calculation.
The Concept of Dependent Demand

Dr. Joseph Orlicky first proposed the concept of dependent/independent demand in l965}3 The development of the MRP

system is based directly on this concept.

MRP would be used

to control the ordering of dependent demand items of inventory,

while order point or some other like system would be used for
ordering independent demand items.

Orlicky describes an independent demand item as one for
which it is necessary to generate a forecast of demand statis-T
tically.

Finished goods and service parts are independent de-

mand items.

He describes a dependent demand item as one whose

demand can be calculated through a bill of material explosion.
Demand for this item is directly related to or dependent on

the demand for the major assembly of which it is a part. Component parts and raw material are dependent demand items.

According to Orlicky, demand should never be forecast
when it can be calculated.

He means, of course, that

I
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forecasting should be limited to the top level assemblies
(independent demand items) and lower level dependent demand

items should be calculated by means of a bill of material explosion using the forecast for the independent demand items.

The concept of dependent demand is built into the bill
of material file and results in the calculation of lower level
demand based on either forecasts or the inclusion of high level
— assemblies in the master production schedule.
The Concept of Lead Time Offsetting

The planned release of orders so that parts will arrive
and be available for the manufacture of higher level assemblies
when needed is the concept of lead time offsetting.

Orders are

not placed for all parts required for a higher level assembly
at one time.

The orders for individual parts are planned for

release in accordance with lead time requirements.
The Concept of Inventory Balancing
The concept of inventory balancing is used when the

order quantity for a replacement part is determined by subtracting the amount of inventory on hand from the total requirement. The adjusted quantity ordered is equal to the exact
amount needed to cover a particular demand.

Excess inventory

is eliminated and a balanced inventory is maintained.
In an MRP system the amount of safety stock is calculated
at the master schedule level only.

The lower level inventory

items are then ordered in accordance with the dependent demand

28

concept and in the exact quantity needed to meet the demand
created by the master schedule.

Elimination of the independent

calculation of safety stock for each item in inventory results
in the elimination of residual and excess inventory and ultimately in a balanced inventory.
‘

,The Concept of High Speed Calculation
The concept of high speed calculation means the plan is

constantly being revised and recalculated to reflect any change
in demand, material requirements or business conditions in
general.

With the incorporation of these concepts, orders can be
planned, released and controlled so that material arrives
when

it is needed.

Inventory investment is lowered and the inven-

tory is in balance.
The MRP System - Three Primary Inputs
The entire MRP system is completely dependent on the

development and maintenance of the three primary input files.
All reports, notices, planning, and controlling devices evolve
from the coordinated use and maintenance of these files.
are shown in Figure l as:
l.

A firm, authoritative master schedule

2.

A bill of material or product structure file

3.

A time—phased inventory file.

They

8
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Three Primary Inputs to an MRP System.
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The Master Production Schedule
The master production schedule is to MRP what a program
is to a computer.

It constitutes the prime input that drives

the system and upon which the MRP system depends for its

effectiveness and usefulness.

When provided with a realistic,

valid master schedule, the planning, ordering and control functions of the MRP system can be effectively carried out.
‘

The master schedule must express the overall production
plan in bill of material terms.

Each product must be unambigu—

ously identified with a unique code or part number to be used
to cross reference the master production schedule with the bill
of material and inventory files.

The schedule will relate when

and how many of a product will be produced.

It must be a real-

istic, operating plan that considers all limiting cost, capacity, and lead time factors and must define the reaction time
needed to meet changes in demand.
The master schedule states the production requirement

_

for each product by date and quantity needed to cover both the
long-range demand of the production plan or sales forecast and
the short-range demand of actual customer orders.

All subse-

quent planning is geared to this schedule which provides direc-

tion, initiates changes in production, exercises control over
the inventory investment and regulates manufacturing and procurement activities.

"Most companies start with a forecast of sales stated in
broad terms and from this generate the planned production rates

I

I
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Marketing issues a Sales Forecast.

·

Manufacturing Management Team develops
a Production Plan from the Sales Fore-

”

cast.

‘
h

_

This is a generally stated plan
of what will be produced by the plant.
Based on available capacity.

Production Manager-Master Seheduler
releases the Master Sghedule. This
is a detailed, model by model,

‘

;

schedule expressed in weekly time

periods.

Master Schedule input into MRP system.

Fig. 2

Developing Master Schedule.

i
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to meet the sales requirement.

I
Adjustments are made to inven-

tory and backlog while trying to keep production rates level.

This is called a production plan."lu

The master scheduler

translates this production plan into specific production terms
that can be used for material planning. This is the master
production schedule.

"It drives MRP and consequently the entire

production and inventory management system."l5
_

The master production schedule is constantly subject to
change and should represent a feasible goal which is subject
to continued review and adjustment.

When treated as a flexible,

"living" plan, adaptive to actual developments, the schedule is
an action management tool to be utilized for controlling operations and is actualized through its role as an input to the MRP
system. It is the input by which the MRP system can be steered
to react to changes in demand, material requirements, or general
business conditions.
’

The Bill of Material

I

·

The second of the three primary inputs to the system is

the bill of material files.

These files were initially used

as an engineering document to define the design details of the
product to be made.

With the advent of MRP, the necessity of reorganizing
or restructuring the bill of material to meet the planning and

manufacturing needs of the organization was recognized.

This

file must show not only what material is used in the product
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but also how the product is actually made.

It is now a struc-

tured parts listing used in controlling the planning and manu-

facture of the product.
The structured listing is a level-by-level description
of "how" the product is assembled.
level "O" in the structure.

The end item is considered

Level "l" lists the parts, materi-

als and assemblies used to make the parent assembly at level
· "O."

Level "2" parts, material and assemblies are those used

to make the parent assembly at level "l."

A complicated pro-

duct can have any number of levels in its structure.

A graphic

sample of a level-by-level structure is presented in Table 5.
.

TABLE 5
STRUCTURED LISTING OF BILL OF MATERIAL

LEVEL O
LEVEL l

Horizontal Steam Heater
Unit Less Motor

LEVEL 2

Casings

LEVEL 3

Steel Blanks

Power Assembly

Core
Headers

Motor

Fan

Fin Stock

Fan Guards
Copper Tubing

The example is oversimplified and does not include a
number of hardware and smaller parts.

The lowest level shown

on each assembly diagram is always a purchased part or raw

material.
Each part listed in the bill of material is coded as a

Ä

jh
purchased or manufactured item.

This will assist the planner

in the release of the planned orders and also in making any
needed changes to the released order.
The bill of material is placed on the computer as a

series of single-level bills.

The single-level bills list the

parent assembly or part and all parts or materials at the next
lower structure level needed to manufacture the parent assembly.

~ Storage of the bills as single-level bills minimizes storage
space requirements and also maintenance requirements. The part
is stored in the computer at a single address and not at a number of addresses equal to the number of assemblies in which it
is used.

When changes are made or the record is updated, only

one record is affected.

All information concerning the partic-

ular part is found at one address in a consolidated record.
A multi—level bill or listing can be reconstructed using
a "chaining" technique.

All computer addresses for subsequent

higher or lower level parts or assemblies are linked to the
record for each part in the bill of material file. Using these
addresses, the file can be restructured into multi-level bills
of material or "where—used" files.
Six basic formats
Using the single-level bill of material file, one can
obtain six basic formats for use in printouts or calculation
of various reports.

The first three formats are obtained from

a process known as an explosion of the bill; the next three are

2
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a result of an implosion process.

An explosion of the bill of

material starts at the "O" level in the product structure and

lists all lower level parts, level-by-level, needed to manufacture the parent assembly.

—

An implosion reverses this pro-

cedure and starts with the low level component or material and
lists, level—by—level, the "where-used" information.
l
LEVEL O
LEVEL l

LEVEL 2
LEVEL 3

”The
l.

EXPLOSION

IMPLOSIGN

Steam Unit Heater

Steel Blank

Unit Heater Less Motor

Front Casing

Front Casing

Unit Heater Less Motor

Steel Blank

Steam Unit Heater

six formats are:
A single-level bill of material.

A listing of the

parent assembly and all parts and material used to assemble it.
Unit less Metor
Front Casing
Rear Casing
Core
2.

An indented bill of material.

E

A listing of parts

used in the manufacture of a major assembly which points out
the various levels by indenting for each level, i.e.,
Horizontal Unit Heater

Unit less Motor
Front Casing

Steel Blank

S

V

I

I
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Rear Casing
Steel Blank
Core
Header
Fin Stock
Copper Tubing
Power Assembly

6

Motor
Fan

Fan Guard

_
3.

A summary ligtiqg,

This listing shows the major

assembly and then lists all parts numerically, regardless of
structure level.

The consolidated quantity used for this part

in the assembly is also listed here, i.e.,

I
‘

Steam Unit Heater
Motor
Header
Steel Blank

l
2
2

Front Casing

l

Rear Casing
Fan
etc.

l
l

6

The part numbers assigned these parts will not depict
the level at which the part appears.

The listing is numerical

and could appear as the example above.
N.

A single-level, "wherc-used" listing.

A T@V@FSäl ¤f

the single-level bill of material, this format shows the com-

ponent first and then lists what assemblies the component is

37
a part of.
5.

E
An indented, "where—used" listing.

Again, a rever-

sal of the indented bill of material which lists the component

first and then the level-by—level structural listing of where
the part is used.

The various levels are shown again by the

indentation of the listing.

_

6. A summary listing of "where used." ThiS liSTi¤g
also begins with the component and then lists all assemblies
in which the component is used and the quantity used.

This

listing is a reversal of the summary listing of the bill.
E

The

assemblies are listed numerically.

Each of these formats has its own merit for ease in
obtaining information for a particular use.

The reports and

notices output by the MRP system are designed to utilize these

information.

“

formats in the presentation of individual planning and control

The bill of material used in MRP
The bill of material is used when processing the master
schedule to determine the net requirements needed to produce
a certain number of the listed products.

Through chaining,

the inventory records are retrieved and processed so proper

quantities of the components can be either purchased or manu-

factured.
When calculating net requirements for any component in

7
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the system, one must start the explosion process at the "O"
level of the product structure and proceed through the various
levels until the lowest level at which the component is used
is found. Using this procedure the component parts of the
parent assembly are identified and the storage address of the
inventory records is ascertained.

retrieved, and processed.
·

The records are sought out,

*

The bill of material is the very important thread that
ties the entire MRP system together. It guides the system in
the explosion or implosion processing of the master schedule
in determining component and assembly identities, quantity
requirements, and the location of the inventory records in
the computer storage. The chaining technique, listing the
"pointers" or computer storage address, not only ties the various levels in the product structure together, but also ties
the master schedukazequirements to the inventory records for
the parts or materials needed to meet the schedule require-

ments.‘ Without a complete, updated, and concise bill of
material, this system cannot operate. The master link or
keystone for the system is the bill of material file.
Time-Phased Inventory Record

A computerized time—phased inventory record for each material, part, and assembly that is either manufactured or purchased must be established and maintained. This record is segmented into three information sections,one containing descriptive

1

1
a second containing
39information,

historical and open order in-

formation, and a third containing inventory status information.
The descriptive segment of the inventory record
The descriptive segment records (l) part number, (2) part

description, (3) lead time, (U) cost information, (5) order
quantity, (6) "where-used" information, and (7) material used

-

This section of the in-

to manufacture the part or assembly.

ventory record is tied in directly with the bill of material

listing using the chaining technique.
The open order and historical

J

segment of the inventory record

The second section of the inventory record contains ime
portant information on all open or closed orders, whether the
item is purchased or manufactured.

Order numbers, date re-

quired, date received, quantity ordered, quantity received,
delinquent deliveries, and alternate sources are recorded
If the part is purchased, the vendor is listed in this (
section and his dependability for meeting delivery promises

here.

is also recorded.

Scrap records, usage to date, engineering

change listings, forecast error, and possible substitute
material records are also found here.

The inventory status segment

of the inventory record
The third segment deals with the inventory status of the

inventory item. The format for this record consists of four
rows of time buckets representing (l) gross requirements,

ao

1

(

(2) scheduled receipts, (3) on-hand inventory, and (4) planned
The time buckets represent weekly time periods

order releases.

and correspond to the weekly periods of the master schedule.
In this segment, one can determine not only the current inventory status, but also the planned inventory status in any

future time period.
TABLE 6
STATUS OF AN INVENTORY ITEM
(
Time Periods

l

Gross Reqmts

30

8

9) lO

ll

30

35

35

l2

Scheduled Receipts

Inv30Gn-Hand
35 5 5 5 G
Planned Orders

35

G G G -35 -35 -35 -35 -65
30

The gross requirements row contains requirements
created by the master schedule or independent demand, such as
a service order.

It is the quantity that will be disbursed

or issued to cover a demand or order for a parent assembly.
The scheduled receipts row shows the time bucket in which
a released order quantity is expected to be delivered.

The

quantity in this row is added to the on-hand row's quantity to
determine if a sufficient inventory will be on-hand to cover
the gross requirement.
The on-hand inventory records include both the current
inventory in stock and the planned quantities for future time

,¤
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1+1
>

periods.

Future period on-hand inventory figures_are based on

the receipt and issuing of the parts in acoordance with the
plan or schedule.
When the on—hand inventory plus the scheduled receipt
quantity are not sufficient to cover the gross requirements
for a future time period, an order quantity, sufficient to
cover this deficit, must be placed in the planned release row.
-

The timing of the planned order release is calculated by offsetting the lead time.

The lead time, which is expressed as

a number of time periods (in this case weeks), is subtracted
from the order completion or desired delivery date.

The order

quantity is then placed in a time bucket that allows enough
time between the planned release date and the delivery date
for the schedule to be maintained, i.e.,
‘

Required delivery date

=

week 8

Lead time in weeks

=

(-)

Planned Order Release

=

week 3.

5

In Table 6, 35 units are needed in week 8 and the lead
time is 5 weeks, so the planned release is set for week 3.
The next requirement of 30 units is needed in week 12. With
a five—week lead time, the second planned release is set for

week number 7.
The orders are not released to the shop floor or to the
vendor until the time period in which they have been placed
becomes the current time period. At this time the quantity

U2
is removed from row four and placed in row two in the time
period in which the delivery is expected, and an order for that

quantity and with that delivery date is released to the shop or
to the vendor.
Whenever a master schedule is processed and the bill of
material is exploded, the net requirements for the higher level
part or assembly becomes the gross requirement for the lower
. level item. If the net requirements of a component at a lower
level are being calculated, hidden quantities of these parts
already assembled in the parent assemblies must be included.
If these hidden quantities are not included, then an excessive
quantity will be placed on order at the lower level. In the
example in Table 7 the component is located at level "3" in the
product structure and there is a requirement for 100 units of
the level "0" assembly.
TABLE 7
LEVEL-BY—LEVEL NET REQUIREMENT CALCULATIONS

7

On-hand Inv. E Net Reqmts

Gross Reqmts

-

100

——

LEVEL “1“ E

5

=

95

95

-—

20

=

75

LEVEL "2" C

75

——

10

=

65

LEVEL

65

-—

5

=

60

LEVEL "0" A

“3“

D

The net requirement for the level "3" component is 60
pieces. The hidden quantities were 10 pieces of level "2,"
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20 pieces of level "l" and 5 pieces of level "O."

If the

hidden quantities had not been included in the caloulations,
95 pieces of the level "3" component would be ordered (Gross
Reqmt = 100 - 5 (inventory at level "3") = 95 pcs).

Table 8 illustrates a three-level assembly and how the
requirement is shown in segment 3 of the inventory record.
TABLE 8

0

INVENTORY STATUS — 3 LEVEL ASSEMBLY

1
Gross Reqmt

2

10

3

0

5

5

6

15

10

7

8

9

5

20

10

11
15

Sch'd.Recpt

On-Hand Inv. 15

5

5

0

Planned Orders

O -15 -25 -25 -30 -50 -50 -65
15

10

5

20

15

15

10

5 .20

15

LEVEL 1, Lead Time=2
Gross Reqmt
Sch'd Recpt
On-Hand Inv. 15

15

15

Planned Orders

15
10

0 -10 -10 -15 -35 -35 -50 -50
15.
5 20

LEVEL 2, Lead Time=3
Gross Reqmt

10

5

20

15

Sch'd Recpt
On-Hand Inv. 15
Planned Orders

15

15

5
20

5

O -20 -20 -35 -35 -35 -35
15

M

„

]
M

M5

The planned order has been time-phased and·is in the
time period in accordance with lead time requirements. The
total lead time for the manufacture of the level "O" assembly
is six weeks, a combination of the lead time for the three
levels.
A negative figure will appear in the future on-hand
time periods until an order is released and the scheduled re-

‘

ceipt quantity is placed in the proper time period to cover
this demand.

Only the current on-hand and scheduled receipt

total is calculated against the gross requirements to determine future on-hand quantities.
The negative quantity in a future on-hand time bucket

indicates to the planner that positive action must be taken
with a planned order to meet a potential problem.

The time

period in which the planned order quantity appears tells the
planner when this action must be taken.

Other Techniques Used in MQQ

i

Level-by-level processing is a technique used to maximize the processing efficiency of the system. When calculating net requirements all items at a given structure level
are processed before the items on the next lower level are

addressed.

All planned orders for the schedule at the partic-

ular level are developed at one time so they can be consoli-

dated in determining gross requirements.
Low level coding is used in conjunction with the

e

processing to improve
M6level-by—level
system.

the efficiency of the

Each component is coded to show the lowest level at

which it is used.

The retrieval and processing of the inven-

tory record is delayed until that low level code coincides with
the structural level being processed.
The inventory record is retrieved only once in the entire
processing cycle.

When the record is retrieved the quantities

. required for different assemblies at the same level ax‘e

consolidated with the quantities required on the different
levels of the various product structures.

The gross require-

ments for the entire month°s schedule is now posted to the record for the particular part or assembly.

Using this figure,

planned orders are calculated for future releases.
Regenerative and Net Change Systems
The regenerative and net change systems are alternate
approaches used to cperate an MRP system.

The regenerative

system provides high data processing efficiency but limits the
replanning frequency.

The net change system sacrifices some

of the processing efficiency for high frequency replanning.
The system of implementation must be chosen to meet the individual needs of the user.
The regenerative system will explode the entire master

schedule each time a change is made.

The bill of material

and inventory records of all inventory items used in the manufacture of the end item are retrieved, recomputed, and updated.

*

M7
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A voluminous report is generated showing the gross and net
requirements with a recreated planned—order schedule for all
items at every level of inventory.
The task of handling the massive data inherent in the
regenerative system and the delays in obtaining the results
in report form dictates the establishing of an economic,
periodic, replanning process.

”

A weekly or bi-weekly schedule

is typical for this system.
The net change system provides high frequency planning
through consecutive, partial explosions.

The partial explo-

sion is the key to the net change system because it minimizes
the scope of the material requirements job at any particular

time.

This actually limits the volume of the system's output.
Only the items that have been changed in the master

schedule will be exploded in the net change system.

The de-

creased volume of the output and the speed with which the
master scheduler can react to change are the two major advan- t
tages of this system.
Summary

In order to install a formal system based on the dependent demand concept, accurate and complete bills of material,

correct inventory records and a realistic master schedule are
needed.

With these concise instruments, timely information

for priority and capacity planning and control can be generated.
This record accuracy and proper management of the master schedule coupled with the computer's massive data manipulation

M8
capabilities makes it possible to have a formal soheduling
system that really works.

#9
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CHAPTER III
THE COMPANY AND ITS PRESENT SYSTEM

An MRP system can be used in a variety of industrial
environments; however, each application must be designed so it

_ will work in harmony with the environment into which it is installed.

Every system must be designed to meet the specific

planning and control needs of a particular company.

Before

the system can be designed and installed, an understanding of
the company, its goals, and its product is necessary.

This

particular application of an MRP system has been designed and
is being installed in a plant that produces a line of unit
heaters.
The Company
The company is a multiplant operation specializing in

the design, manufacture, and marketing of heat transfer products.

Radiators, oil coolers, compressors, evaporators, and

unit heaters are among the products manufactured and sold in
the automotive, industrial, building, and commercial markets.
The unit heater plant is unique in its marketing and manufacturing operation because it serves an ever growing number
of customers in the United States and Canada.

Sales are made

through a network of manufacturer representatives, and production planning is based on a sales forecast.

Other plants

6¤
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in the organization serve a limited number of large accounts
and produce to customer order instead of foreoast.

—

The Product Lines

The original unit heater was designed, manufactured,
and marketed by the company's founder in the l920's.

The com-

pany was then and still is the leader in this industry.

The

_ product line continues to expand and now includes gas, steam,

hot water, electric, infra red, and oil-fired unit heaters,
duct furnaces, door heaters, and heating and ventilating sys-

tems for greenhouses.

Each product is ciesigned for a specific

space heating application and is produced in a variety of sizes
to meet the varied customer needs.

One hundred thirty-eight

standard models and sizes are built on this plant's assembly
line.

The variety produced is shown in Table 9.

TABLE 9

LISTING OF PRODUCT LINES
Product Line
Number of Models
Propeller Gas
26
Blower Gas
12
Duct Furnace
8
Vertical Gas
3
Greenhouse Gas
Infra Red Gas
43
Horizontal Steam
24
Vertical Steam
28

PoHorizontal
er ThroewElectric
StSteameam
Grewenhous

Vertical Electric
Power Throw Electric
Oil Fuel Heater
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l

standard units are produced
5lThe

to stock, and shipments are

made to the customer from a finished goods inventory.
A special assembly department will convert the standard

units to specific customer needs in accordance with the individual customer orders.

Specials usually require motor or

control changes for specific application, i.e., explosion
proof motors, different voltage or horsepower on motors or
‘ controls, etc.
A History of Shipments
The number of unit heaters shipped from this plant rose
from forty thousand in the fiscal year 1966-67 to approximately
sixty thousand in fiscal 1976-77.

plant has tripled in size.

In this same period the

New products are continually being

designed and added to the line, while current lines are being
improved and expanded.

Demand is seasonal, and units are built

to stock during the spring and summer months in preparation for

the high volume shipping during the fall and winter months.

6

Steady and full employment is a goal set for this plant; there-

fore, production remains at a constant pace with only slight
fluctuations due to changes in the product mix scheduled.
With the seasonal demand and steady production rate, the quan-

tity in finished goods inventory will fluctuate between six
and fourteen thousand units during the annual cycle.
Forecasts of sales have historically been below actual
sales.

Shipments continually exceed the forecast figure and

and often this difference is excessive.

i

i
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In fiscal 1973-7b

shipments exceeded forecast by twenty-six percent; in 197U75 by sixteen percent; and in 1975-76 by ten percent,

In the

current fiscal year, 1976-77, the first nine month's accumula-

tive shipments already exceed the accumulative forecast for
the same period by fifteen percent, or fifty—two hundred
units.

”

Shipment prospects for the remainder of the year point

to a possible shipment of nine thousand units more than shown
on the annual forecast.
Inventory Records

To support this diversified line of products, sixtyfour hundred inventory records are maintained.

There are

approximately forty-four hundred different parts and assemblies
made at the plant and two thousand different parts, assemblies,

and raw material items purchased.
Production and Support Departments
Six production departments fabricate and assemble the

forty-four hundred manufactured parts.

These departments are:

1.

Shear and Press Department

2.

Steam Core Department

3.

Welding Department

4.

Fan Guard Fabricating Department

5.

Assembly Line and Paint Department

6.

Special Assembly Department.

The production departments are supported by two other

.
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Q

Q

factory departments:

Q

Q

l.

Receiving and Parts Storage Department

2.

Shipping and Finished Goods Storage Department

Present System for Control of Manufactured Parts
All manufactured parts are made in exact quantities
needed for the monthly schedule, and when a part is completed
Q

it goes directly to the area where it will be used as part of
an assembly.

It will return to stores only as a part of the

finished product and never as a manufactured component parts.
Manufactured parts are ordered, and the in-process inventory flow is controlled with the monthly issuing of a model
control book to the production departments.

The model control

book serves as an order release, listing the parts and their
quantities to be fabricated, and the work stations doing the
fabrication.

What and how many parts are to be made are cal-

culated from a monthly production schedule.

As a part is com-

pleted at a work station, the dispatcher posts the quantity

completed in a column designating the work station, and in a
row opposite the part number (See Table 10).

TABLE l0
MODEL CONTROL BOOK

StationsPart
Work
No. Quantit
l #2
l #
l
Q

5Hl23#5

#00

#00

#00

#00

5Hl23#6

300

300

300

300

5H12355

200

200

200

l

•6
#00

Q

C-1

B-1

_

C—2
C-}

A = Master Schedule
( B = Manufactured Parts
C ¤ Purchased Parts
A-1
A-2
3-1

Master Schedule prepared
Master Schedule explosed into Manufactured and

Purchased Parts

Manufactured Parts Gross Requirements taken from

schedule

3-2 Model Control Book-—a1l orders released at one time
in this book
C-1
C-2

Purchase Parts Class A Gross Requirements calculated——
discrete order quantity
Purchase Parts Class B Gross Requirements calculated-—

max/min. order

0-3

Purchase Parts Class C Gross Requirements calculated-two bin order system

C·b

Inventory records checked for on hand quantity«-net
requirement is calculated

C·5 Net requirement placed on order

Pig. Ä-

Present method used to order parts.

A

i
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Each page in the model control book lists a family of

parts.

All side panels are listed on one page, all top panels

on another.

When a particular die is set up in a machine, all

parts in that particular family can be processed consecutively
with only minor gauge changes.
machine setup costs.

This eliminates excessive

Each die is placed on a machine only

once for the entire month's schedule.
i

Dispatchers are responsible for issuing work tickets
to the setup men and machine operators so the flow of work in
the plant can be coordinated in accordance with schedule requirements.

To do this the Dispatcher, who is a member of

the Production Control Department, must work closely with the

department foremen, keeping them informed of demand changes,
processing priorities, and work status for each part being
processed.

He must report all scrap or overage produced to

both the foremen and the Production Control Department so any
needed changes in the schedule can be made.
The model control book provides a simple method to control the progress of the part through its various fabrication
operations and, also, spotlights problems that occur during
the processing.
The Planner, armed with this information, can make

timely changes to his schedules, thus permitting a relatively
smooth flow of material through the plant. The two important
items missing in this system are proper timing of the order
release and, secondly, a system for capacity planning.

Both
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will be provided in the MRP system.

Present System for Control of Purchased Parts
Purchased parts are presently manually recorded on a
two-card, visi—record system.

The first card is a permanent

requisition card which is used to place an order for the purchased item (Table 11).

This card lists the part number, its

description, and the approved vendors from which the item can
be purchased.

Cost and lead time information are also listed

on this card.
The second section ef this card is a record of all open
TABLE 11

PERMANENT REQUISITION CARD
Part Description
Motor, 115V, 60C, lph.

Part No.
9Fl0135

Order Quantity
500
Vendor #3
Grand Mfr. Co.

Vendor #1
Center Mfr. Co.

Vendor #2
Major Mfr. Co.

Peoria, Ill.

Weston, N.Y.

Lead Time=21 wks
Price = 14.00

Lead Time-20 wks
Price = 14.25

Lead Time-25 wks
Price = 13.75

Toledo, Ohio

Rec'd

Qty

Purc.

Vendor

Rec'd

Code

Price

5-10-76
6-1-76

500
500

Vl234
Vl37l

1
2

14.00
14.25

3-5-76

500 7-15-76 7-10-76 500

Vl513

3

13.75

4-10-76

500

8-10-76

8-15-76

500

Vl650

2

14.25

6-12-76

500

11-7-76

8-15-76

500

Vl685

3

13.75

Date

Order

1-1-76
2-3-76

500
500

Order

Qty

Date

Wanted

5-1-76
5-8-76

Date

Order

1
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and closed orders for this particular inventory item.

It is

the purchasing record of all past and current transactions
This card is sent to the Pur-

affecting the inventory status.

chasing Department as a notice to buy a quantity of the item.
It is the Purchasing Department's authorization to release an
order to a vendor for this part.

Inventory Control fills in

the quantity and date required, while Purchasing chooses the
· vendor from which they can obtain timely deliveries at the
least cost.
The second card in this set is the perpetual inventory
record (Table l2).

This card remains in the file at all times,

never leaving the department.

It lists all transactions affect-

ing the inventory status of the particular inventory item.
TABLE 12
PERPETUAL INVENTORY CARD
Motor, ll5V, 600, 1-h.

9Fl0l35

Min =

(

Reserved
Quantity Available

Order
Qty

O.H.
Inv.

500

350

350

500

500

0

0

500

l/25/76

500

0

500

0

2/3/76

1000

0

500

500

Date

In

Out

l/7/76
l/20/76

350

Order
No.

{
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This method of inventory record keeping, like the
model control book, does not include the element of timing for
planning purposes. The method of determining the availability
is simply adding the total on-hand quantity to the total onorder quantity and subtracting the total reservations, i.e.,

_

OH

+

On Order

-

Reservation

=

Available

150

+

100

-

200

=

50

If dates are placed in the above calculations, a

drastic change in the results can occur. Suppose the open
order due date is March 21st and the reservations are needed
Instead of having fifty extra pieces
available, the calculations now show a shortage of fifty

for February 20th.

pieces on February 20th.

Using the method illustrated above,

the potential problem can be completely missed.

Expediting

or schedule changes are the only means available to combat
this situation, and if the potential problem is not discovered
on time the battle is lost before it begins. The result is
interruption in the even flow of material through the plant,

and inefficient and costly operations caused by this interrup—
tion.
ABC Classification of Purchased Parts

The two thousand purchased parts and raw material inventory items are divided in accordance with the classic ABC
inventory classification.

With a manual system this allows
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W

W

the Order Clerk and Purchasing Expediter to follow up by exception and to concentrate on the control of high dollar inventory items, while depending on the maximum/minimum or two
bin system to control Class B and C items, respectively.
Other Groupings of Purchased Parts

l

Purchased parts are further divided into specific
categories, each of which is assigned to a Purchasing Department Buyer. The general categories are:
l.

Raw materials -- Three hundred inventory re-

cords are included in this category for various sizes, specifications, and gauges in steel blanks, coils and sheets,

copper and aluminum tubing, aluminum coils, and wire stock.
2. Electrical parts -- This category includes
electric motors, controls, wire harnesses, transformers, thermostats, and relays.

Hardware parts —- This category includes items
such as fans, fan guards, manifolds, nuts, bolts, and screws. 5
3.

Electric motors are the purchased item most difficult
to obtain. Lead times have fluctuated from eight to fifty-two
weeks for this item during the annual order cycle.

In order

to freeze the lead time at sixteen weeks, the Purchasing De-

partment has negotiated a blanket order agreement for each of
these items. Thirty-eight different motors are purchased for
use on the standard product lines and sixty others to be used
on special customer orders. Motors are purchased from five

Ö
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competitive sources.

Ö

Price, delivery, and quality are the

determinants used to choose the vendor or vendors for a particular purchased item.
It is the goal of the Purchasing Department to obtain
a minimum of two sources for each item purchased.

In so doing

the Purchasing Department can negotiate for better price, de-

livery, and quality for each item purchased.

This leads to

_ better control in scheduling and a more efficient operation
overall.
Blanket Purchase Orders
Three thousand purchase orders are written annually.
This number had been reduced by about five hundred because of
the increase in the number of blanket order agreements.

Ö

The

blanket order agreement reserves time at the vendor°s production
facility to produce the needed purchased parts.

In return for

long—range purohasing information the vendor agrees to hold
constant the lead time requirement and to maintain a supply
of the item in his inventory so a quantity can be released at
a predetermined time.

The vendor can use this advance informa-

tion to obtain quantity discounts when purohasing required
materials or to combine and eliminate machine setup times at
a cost savings.

He purohases and schedules the parts and

material knowing that his product is already sold, and a great
deal of the risk has been eliminated in his production scheduling.

‘

I
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Purchase Order Changes

„

Even with the increased number of blanket orders, over
two thousand purchase order quantity or release changes are
issued annually.

Many of these changes are due to premature

release of the original purchase order.

In order to be assured

that all the ordering of parts for a production schedule is
done, every part for that schedule is ordered at one time with-

~ out regard for individual part lead time.

If any change in

demand occurs after these orders are placed, a new order must
be written to replace the old one.

The proposed MRP system,

using a planned order release system, will eliminate a great
deal of this excess paper work.

A conservative estimate of

the potential annual savings is twenty thousand dollars.

This

savings is based on a twenty-dollar cost for each change made
to a purchase order.

Need for Better Systgm
The Production Control Department is responsible for

coordinating the efforts of the Purchasing and Manufacturing
Departments so that all parts are available in sufficient
quantities at the right time to meet the scheduled requirements.
The Production Control Department is responsible for ordering

component parts and materials, scheduling their processing
through the plant, and storing of the finished product.

Ship-

ment to the various customers from the finished goods inventory
in accordance with sales order requirements is also their

62
responsibility.

With the continual expansion of the product

line together with the ever-growing volume, both in production
and shipments, manual controls and informal systems have become
more and more impractical.

The company needs a formal system

that provides timely, practical information and will assist in
solving the potential problems associated with the planning

and control of priorities in this expanding fast-growing busi·ness.

A formal MRP system has been designed and is being im-

plemented at this plant.

1

1

CHAPTER IV
IMPLEMENTING THE MRP SYSTEM
The inability of the manual inventory control records

to supply sufficient, timely priority planning information
i

prompted the investigation of computer-based inventory systems
for application at this plant.

In 197M, upon completion of an

extensive feasibility study, it was decided that the plant's
needs could be met with the implementation of a net change MRP

system.

A net change system was chosen because it could pro-

vide the high frequency planning required by the plant while
using less computer time than the regenerative system.

Using

the partial explosion capabilities of the net change system,
potential problem areas can be isolated and dealt with individually.

Only the records affected by the potential problem

Y

are reprocessed.
The initial steps taken in this implementation encompassed the establishment of computer files for the master production schedule, the bills of material, and the inventory records.

The structure of these files is basically the same for

any plant using MRP.

The design of the input files and the

input information is the same as described in Chapter II of
this paper.

While this part of the system is basically the
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same for all MRP systems, the correlation, combination, calculation, and presentation of this information in report form
varies greatly with the individual user's needs (Figure 5).

Bill of Material

y

Recognizing the importance of complete, concise and
updated input files as a prime prerequisite of the MRP system,

a task force of industrial engineers, cost accountants, production control and manufacturing personnel was assigned the
job of reviewing, evaluating, updating and restructuring the
bill of material files.

Work was begun in November 1974, and

the assignment was completed after eighteen months of concentrated effort.
The bills that existed at the beginning of this project
were strictly engineering documents used to define the design
details of the product.

less outdated state.

This file had deteriorated to a use-

Manufacturing and inventory control had

bypassed this record in favor of the blueprint file.

The blue-

print file, and not the bill of material, was kept current
with all engineering, material, and production changes.
The major problem encountered in establishing the bill
of material file for use in the MRP system was the tedious,

time-consuming review and updating of the files that had
deteriorated over the years so they no longer represented a

true structured parts listing of the products manufactured.
Over sixty—four hundred purchased and manufactured parts and

y
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.

assemblies, some used in more than one parent assembly, had to

be updated and restructured into the bill of material file.
A routing file was also set up and tied in directly to
the bill of material file.

This file lists the various work

stations used in processing the part or assembly and also the
time required at each station to process the part or assembly.

The file deals only with manufactured parts. ’It is maintained
' by the Industrial
Engineering Department.
The bill of material file, coupled with the routing file
now shows the user not only the material used in the product
but also the way the product is made.

It is now a structured

parts listing used to plan the manufacture of the product and
the inventory needed to sustain it.
The bills are stored in the computer as a series of
single-level bills, which can, through the chaining technique,
be reconstructed into multi-level bills of material or "where

used" files.

The single-level bill minimizes the storage and l

maintenance requirements for this file.

Cost records have been introduced on this file.

A com-

plete engineering and cost bills are available to the
user at this time.

Either can be obtained in printout form

or can be displayed on the screen of the CRT.
It is now the assigned responsibility of the Industrial
Engineering Department to maintain a complete and current bill
of material file.

This is accomplished with the daily input

of all changes affecting these records.

i
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The Master Production Schedule
The master production schedule is the second primary
input file to be placed on the computer.

The first computer

printout of a master schedule was issued in June 1975. six
The _
manual system had been developed to a degree where the conmonths after the manual records had been computerized.
version was simply a matter of transferring data.

Both the

‘ manual and computerized systems are dependent on source information developed in the sales forecast and the production
plan.
Developing the Sales Forccast
~The sales forecast is expressed in broad terms by product line and in both annual and monthly quantities.

These

figures are used, together with historical data, to develop a
production plan.

The proposed sales forecast format is shown

in Table 13.
TABLE 13

SALES FORECAST

Propeller Gas

Blower Gas
Total All Products

2#,1#0

2701

2602

1919

1189

98#

1,080

91

92

88

85

8#

55,735

#6#7

#687

3572

2502

2023

A

I

the Production Plar
68Developing

l

A management group that includes the Division Manager,
Plant Manager, Production Manager, and Purchasing Manager is
responsible for creating a production plan for the plant.
Using the sales forecast, the group applies the necessary
historical, capacity, and inventory figures to generate a plan
showing what will be produced in the plant in the next year of
‘ operation.

This is also a plan stated in very general terms,

by product line and on a month-by-month basis.

It will be re-

viewed quarterly and adjusted to meet current demand changes.
At this time the immediate past quarter is dropped from the
plan and a new fourth quarter is added.

This plan will always

be made to cover twelve future months production schedules.
Capacity and production figures are calculated as averages for each product line, and these figures are used to determine if sufficient manpower or machinery is available to produce the quantities shown in this plan.

This group

the inventory investment guidelines and uses hisalsodetermines
torical data provided by the Production Manager to determine
safety stock levels for each product line.
The production plan provides the Production Manager with
specific guidelines in the preparation of the master schedule.
The format for the production plan is somewhat different from
the sales forecast in that it shows planned inventory and production figures along with planned shipment figures (forecast).
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TABLE 14
PRODUCTION PLAN
Product LineOn
Hand

Inventory Production Ship Qh__ EEQQ Shih
Propeller Gas
Blower Gas

4526

U Total All Products

331

2583
175

2701
92

4408
414

2250
170

2602
91

10347

4639

4647

10339 4475

4687

Developing the Master Schedule
The production plan is a broad statement of what will be
produced by the plant in the next year.

The production man-

ager utilizes this plan to create the master production schedule.

This schedule is a very defined prospcctus that uses the

production plan to define its parameters, while segregating
the various families of product by individual model sizes into
weekly rather than monthly time periods.

Production run quantities
Using the sales forecast, historical data, and any current sales information from the Sales Department, the Production Manager assigns quantities to the various model sizes in
the master schedule.

The production plan gives the broad

quantitative information for the product line.

The historical

data provides the breakdown by model for past shipments.

The

Sales Department provides the current sales information on
large and rushed orders.

with this information the Production

Ä
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makes his decisions on the run quantity for each model,
Ä

the number of runs per year, and the amount of the safety stock
required.

He must work within the limits prescribed by the

production plan for each product line.
The Production Manager uses last year's shipment records
to determine what percentage of overall shipments was attributed to each model size. This percentage is then multiplied
·

by the current production plan quantity to determine the
annual production quantity for each model in the current
year.

The annual quantity for each model is divided by the

number of production runs per year for that model to determine
Ä
run,
i.e.,
the quantity for each production
(1)

—%— Last year's
Last year's Shipment of Models

Total Shipments
the Model

=

% of Annual Shipments for

5%
(2)

% of Shipments per Model
.05

(3)

X

Production Plan Qty =

Annual Production Qty per Model
X

33,000

=

1,650 units

—%— Number of Production Runs =
Annual Prod. Qty

Model Run Quantity

275 units
Safety stock at master schedule level
The historical data is also used to calculate the safety
stock requirement. Safety stock will now be calculated at the

71master
schedule level only and
dependent demand items.

not at the component level for
The number of units carried as

safety stock is determined by using methods and charts de-

scribed earlier in this paper.
The annual forecasted quantity is then divided by fifty—
two to find the average weekly forecast quantity.

This figure

is compared with the safety stock to determine how many weeks
i will be covered by the safety stock quantity, i.e.,
(l)

Annual Production Plan Qty —%——
Average Weekly Forecast
2,üOO

(2)
_

—%—

52

=

fifty—two =

M6 units

Safety Stock Qty -é- Weekly Forecast = Number of
Weeks Coverage in Safety Stock

256 —%— M6

=

5.56 weeks (six weeks)

Scheduled receipts will be moved forward to an earlier
period so the planned on—hand inventory at the time of receipt
is equal to the safety stock quantity.

In the above example

the scheduled receipt date would be moved to a date six weeks
earlier than the actual requirement date.

When the order is

received, the quantity on hand should be approximately two
hundred fifty—six units, an amount equal to the safety stock

requirement.
If demand has increased during the lead time for the
production of this unit, new safety stock quantities should
be calculated for all future orders.

The safety stock level

is not fixed but instead must be constantly recalculated to

A

fluctuations in demand for
72meet

the product.

The master schedu1e's format
The format for the master production schedule is a matrix
listing the quantity of the end item to be produced by specific
weekly time periods extended over a fifty—two week planning
horizon.
*

It will list every model produced in the plant by

model size and will show planned inventory quantity and forecast shipments along with the planned production quantity.

The

format for the master production schedule report is shown in
Table 15.
The manual master production schedule has been developed
TABLE 15
MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

””—_$E¥iSE7”
·A30

Inv.

-7
319

*—”——” ”—-7
2 3 **56
270

221

PA-50A Inv.
1
Prod.
PA-75A Inv.

203 Vl83

300

#9

#9

59

59

50

50

50

60

60

150
300

380

310

235

160
300

377

20#

211

126
300

206

126 ##6

IJ..F„l„l..[.3]..I..l.J

Prod.
Ship

162 #03 *353 0313

300

Prod.
Ship

”"—””"—'”"
79 9

371 [296 [21# [132 [#50 [365
#00

#00
80

80

75

75

82

82

82

85

91

l
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and used effectively in the priority planning function.

It

will be an even more effective tool when it is tied to the inventory and bill of material records as part of the computerized
system.

The development of this manual system began in 1971.

The transformation from the manual to a computerized system
took place between January and June of 1975.

The speed of the

conversion can be attributed to the detailed development of the
‘

manual system.
The Inventory File
The Finished Goods Inventory File

The finished goods inventory file and the master schedule
file were put onto the computer at the same time.

This record

of finished goods inventory now provides source information
for the master schedule, sales allocation and finished goods
inventory reports.
Purchased Parts Inventory File ~

_

The establishment of the computerized purchased parts
inventory records was delayed until the bill of material project was oompleted.

By delaying this work a potential scheduling

problem with the available time cn the CRT was averted.
With the completion of the bill of material project, work
was begun on the purchased parts inventory file.

The descrip-

tion section of this file (described in Chapter Il) was transferred to the inventory file from the already established bill
of material file.

Part number and description, lead time, cost

r

7ü
information, order quantity, material used, low level coding,
and "where used" information is now on the computer for all
purchased parts.
The manual inventory records are now being used to enter
the open order information.

This information is a listing of

the open order numbers, vendors, order quantities, and due

dates.
‘

The inventory quantity on hand will be input directly
from inventory tickets made out in the scheduled physical inventory.

These tickets will be processed against the manual

records, verified as being correct, and then entered into
these computer files.
·The information will then be available to set up a requirements planning report for the purchased parts inventory.
The historical information on the manual records will
be the last to be entered in this file.
be completed by February 1978.

This project should
.

Manufactured Parts Inventory File
The approach used with the manufactured parts will be
somewhat more difficult. These parts were ordered in discrete
order quantities using a model control book as a group order

release.

These parts were never returned to stock as components;

therefore, it was felt that inventory records were not necessary.

In order to gain better control of the in—process inventory the procedure will be changed.

Manufactured parts will
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ordered, released and controlled individually.

The model

control book is to be replaced with a dispatcher's listing and
a shop order packet (Figure 6).

The daily dispatch

listings will aid the foreman and dispatcher in assigning
priorities to the individual orders to be processed at the
various work stations in the department.

This listing is dis-

cussed as an output of the system later in this chapter.

·

The shop packet is an envelope containing printed material requisition cards, work tickets, and move tickets.

The

routing sheet for the item ordered is printed on the envelope
of the packet.

The shop packet will be released to the de-

partment performing the first listed operation.

This is a time-

phased release in accordance with the lead time requirement to
produce the ordered part or assembly.

The withdrawal of material, completion of an operation,
or movement of the in-process part is noted by the dispatcher
on the envelope of the shop packet.

The card showing the com-

pletion of the particular function is returned to the Production
Control Department.. The completed transaction is then entered
into the system via the CRT and all related inventory records
are updated. The reports, such as the dispatch listings, that
are prepared the next day are then timely and complete.
The shop packet will follow the item from department to

department as it is processed through the plant.

The dispatcher

is responsible for noting the work progress on the envelope,

notifying Production Control and transferring the packet from

I
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I

2-1

¢

C—l

C··3

„

0-4

·A = Master Schedule
B = Iüanufactured Parts
C = Purchased Parts
‘

'
·

A-1 Master Schedule prepared
A-2 Master Schedule exploded into Manufactured and
P Purchased Parts
B-1 Manufactured Parts Gross Requirements taken from
-schedule

_

l

B·2 Individual order for each part issued--time-phase release
B-) Dispatch List--shows each Manufactured Part order and its

jpriority

C-1 Class A Purchase Part Cross Requirements calculated·-

· ·discrete order quantity

0-2 Class B Purchase Part Gross Requirements calculated--discrete order quantity
-C-3 Class C Purchase Part Gross Requirements calculated-—
~.*t:•vo bin order system

°C-4 Inventory records checked--net requirements calculated
C-5 Purchase order time—phased for release

Fig. 6

New method used to order parts.

_
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department to department until the work is completed.
The early release of the shop order when using the model
control book results in the premature processing of the manu-

factured parts, an increase in the number of partially completed orders in process, and an increase in the queue or
waiting time at each work station.
time co-determine one another.

Work in process and lead

An increase or decrease in one

- will result in a corresponding increase or decrease in the
other.
The conversion from the model control book to the shop
order packet for each individual part, and the use of the dispatcher listing makes it possible to control the release and
processing of the needed orders.

The resulting decrease in

work in process inventory and lead time is made available with
the introduction of time-phased ordering for manufactured parts.
Before this system can be initiated the inventory records for all manufactured parts and assemblies must be established as part of the computer inventory file.

Once this is

accomplished the dispatoh listing, the shop packet and the
work load reports can be developed as part of the overall
system.
CRT - An Input and Inguiry Tool
The primary input files are constantly being updated
with current production, inventory, sales, cost, and engineering information.

The CRT is used to input these daily

78
transactions and to maintain current and complete files. These
files will be used as source data for a number of reports which

are used to plan and control inventory, order priorities and
capacity requirements.
The CRT can also be used as an inquiry tool.
of the primary files can be displayed on its screen.

Any part
With this

device the user now has ready access to any information in the
‘ computer files.

Outputs of the MRP System
The maintenance of current and complete master schedule,

bill of material and time-phased inventory files is necessary
for the effective utilization of the MRP system. With information from these files the system will automatically generate
action-criented reports in accordance with assigned action
cycles.

The action cycle or time interval between reports is

assigned each report consistent with its ultimate use. The
action cycle can be daily, weekly, monthly or even annually.
A number of reports and notices dealing with the master
schedule, bill of material, and inventory files primarily at

the finished goods inventory level are already being used at
this plant.

Reports and notices using information from the

inventory files of items at the lower inventory levels are now

being designed, discussed, and readied for implementation when
all the primary input files have been computerized (Figure 7).
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‘
Reports and Notices Currently Used at the Plant

Master production schedule report
The system generates an updated print-out of the master
schedule at the beginning of each month.

This print-out is

used primarily to plan and control the production and shipment
of the finished goods inventory.
l

It is also used by the sched-

uler to enter changes into the MRP system.
The print-out at the beginning of the month does not
automatically activate the entire material requirements system.
A delay has been built into the program that allows the scheduler to make needed changes to the schedule and request a
number of trial runs.

Once he is assured that all necessary

changes have been made, he can request the complete regeneration of the new material requirements plan.
The actual beginning inventory for the current month is
used as a base to recalculate the new adjusted beginning inventory for the next fifty-two weekly time periods.

The scheduler

will compare these updated figures with the forecasted requirements to determine if any change is needed in the schedule to
cover future demands.

If a potential problem is spotlighted

by this comparison, the scheduler will make the necessary
schedule changes on the CRT and request another trial print-out

of the schedule.

This procedure can be repeated any number of

times until the scheduler is satisfied that the problems have
been resolved by the changes he has made.

He will then request

I

W

)
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the activation of the remainder of the system using the revised
schedule as a base for the calculation of the material require2

ments.
Sales order allocation report
This report, which is currently used at this plant, will
reserve and schedule the shipment of finished goods inventory
inventory and scheduled production runs.
V against the on-hand
The format for this report is a matrix with thirteen columns
and six rows (Table 16).

The columns are assigned thirteen

‘weekly time periods while the rows contain information on

inventory, production, forecast, allocations, shipments and

availability for those thirteen time periods.
TABLE 16
SALES ALLOCATION REPORT

Inventory

100 70

35 205 175 126 86

ao 200 155 110

65

I
83

p

The first time period is used for past due orders.

Any

order delinquent from the past month is carried in this column.
The first four columns to the right of the one designated "past
due" are the weeks for the current month in which the plant is

operating.

These columns are dropped at the end of the month

and any unshipped figures remaining in the allocated row_are
transferred to the past due.

The immediate future three months

. are covered by this report.

The inventory row on this report is used by the plant to
determine future period coverage.

In calculating the future

‘.planned inventory the forecast must be compared with the allocation quantity for the current period. The larger of these quantities is subtracted from the inventory and scheduled total.
The remainder is the next period's beginning inventory.

These

calculations and comparisons are repeated for each of the twelve
periods shown on the report.
The scheduler will compare the planned beginning inven_tory figure with the forecasted demand for these same periods
to determine if sufficient coverage has been scheduled.

If

this report spotlights a potential future problem, he can request an interim print-out of the master schedule and begin
testing trial runs to find the right schedule to resolve the
potential problem.

The report is printed daily and serves as

a constant guard against overallocation and overstocking situations.
The Sales Order Entry Department will use the available

r

8M

1

row of this report to answer inquiries and assign shipping
dates to the incoming sales orders.

This row lists the

ending inventory for each time period. It is the quantity
available after all production and shipments scheduled for
that time period have been completed. The available row is
an actual figure determined by substracting allocations from
the on-hand and scheduled inventory.
·

~

The shipment quantities on this report are used by both

the Sales and Production Departments to check the progress of
planned shipments. Shipments are compared with the allocation
figures to audit the shipment of the product on schedule.
Shipment totals - monthly and year to date
I
At the conclusion of the month this report is automatically generated by the system. It compares the forecast
with actual shipments in units and dollars.

It also lists the

percentage of forecast shipped for every variation of the units
”
.
produced at the plant.
The report is used to calculate forecast error and

future safety stock requirements for each unit scheduled and
produced at this plant. Shipment figures for other than standard units are useful in establishing maximum/minimums of the

supporting items in inventory

1
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1

It shows the business trends for each item and also for

total shipments of the plant.

Peaks and valleys can be easily

traced and future production plans can be made to meet the
level of demand at any point in its seasonal trend.

~

TABLE 17

3

SHIPMENT TOTALS - MONTH AND YEAR TO DATE
•.

.. -., ....., ..•.-.. ... . . ..Ä

.. -.,.....- .1..... ..

Mos.

Forec. Ship

Product

PA3OAOlOl

‘M0s

U

35

38

8

5565

ÖOM2

U

30

35

U

15

10

U

80

83

YTD

YTD

PA30 TOTAL $ 13075 13517

Forec

108

119

116

llü

66

6M

332 ‘
103

107

Ship

135

160

120

137

55

35

2lü65 25UUO

9350 5950
310

Ä

YTD

Forec

Forec

PA3OAOlll 8 #960 5775 19800 22605

PA3OAOl7l 8 2550 1770

Mo

50615 53955

Sales order listing

V

The sales order listing, a companion to the allocation
report, is also produced daily.

The sales order number, the

quantity ordered and the promised ship date for the order are
listed under the unit that is allocated.

The listing is

primarily set up by ship date and secondarily by numerical order
number within that ship date.
When a shipment is made, the actual ship date and quantity together with the bill of lading number is listed beside
the sales order number.

Each shipment is also coded to show

a partial or complete shipment.
Like its companion report, the order number listings re‘ main on the report until the end of the month in which the
shipment was made.

This listing is support information for

the total shown in the allocation row of the allocation report.
A portion of the report would look like the example in Table
18.
TABLE 18
SALES ORDER LISTING
Unit

Order

No.

PA105 V51277
"

"

"
"
"
"

V51898

Date

Ship

Date

Ship

1-M—77

1-M-77

6

l-M-77

1-M-77

1

1-M-77
1-11-77

Order

Promised

6

Qty
2

V5l876

l

V51763
V5l975
V5l677
V5l690

5
M
3
3

l-M-77

l-11-77
1-1l-77
1-11-77
1-18-77

Cpt/Partial

B/L

Qty No.

81096
81099

C

.

C

5

80201

C

2

80380

P

With the 1-11-77 date as the current week, the above report shows order V51898 as a delinquent order.

Order No.

V51763 was shipped early, and V5l677 is only a partial ship-

ment.

Ä
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The bill of lading number, quantity shipped and date

shipped are valuable items of information to be used in either
tracing or expediting delivery of an order.

A numerical file

of both the completed sales orders and bills of lading are
maintained at the plant. This report will provide the key
reference information to these files where additional shipping
data can be found. Other information available in these files
‘ would indicate carrier used, shipment weight, number of pieces
shipped and the ship-to address.
The Sales Order Entry Department also has available a

report similar to the one described above which lists the various orders by customer name rather than by the unit ordered.
This report can be used to coordinate the combination of shipments and save on minimum freight charges.

It also is a ready

reference for the Sales Department when they must answer in-

quiries on order status for the individual customers.
‘

Ä
reports
routing
and
material
of
Bill
Copies of these files in report form are available in the
formats described in Chapter II.

The reports will be printed

on request or can be displayed on the CRT screen.

The ulti-

mate use of the report determines the format in which it will

be printed or displayed.
The indented bill shows the assembly sequence for the

end item.

It is also very useful to the engineers in deter-

mining the effect of a change on the product's cost, inventory,

Ä
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and operating efficiency.

Manufacturing departments refer to

these reports to determine if the latest change is incorporated
in the available blueprints.
Part listings are used when orders are released to the
shop.

They in effect tell the stockman what and how many parts

must be issued for the particular released order.

The listing

is marked to show that the parts have been issued and then it

. is returned to the production department.

It is a source docu-

ment from which the completed transactions are transmitted via
the CRT to update the inventory files on the computer.
The routing list is used in the shop packet.

It lists

in sequence a description of each manufacturing operation, and
indicates the required machine, labor, setup and transit hours
for each operation.

This report will be used in the future for

machine loading and capacity planning reports.
’

Cost reports
The bill of material and routing files are combined with
information from the cost files to produce single level or indented standard cost bills and standard operation cost sheets.
The single level and indented standard cost bills break down
the cost for each item in the assembly into material, labor,

and overhead costs.

The format for these reports is similar

to that used in standard bill listings but with the additional

cost columns added.

Material, labor, and overhead cost added

together equal the unit cost.

F
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The standard cost bills give the total cost for each
item listed.

The standard operation cost sheet breaks this

total cost by operation.

The machine, labor, setup and over-

head costs are shown on this report for each manufacturing
T

operation in the processing of the individual part.
A cost variance report will list any item that exceeds
a predetermined percentage of the standard cost when the cur. rent costs are compared with the standard costs.

The cost

bill and operation sheets provide the standard cost figures
used in the comparison.

Current cost figures are calculated

from the completed work tickets.

d

The cost reports are actually a side benefit gained when
using the MRP system.

These monthly reports serve as a ready

reference in costing out a product.

If the needed information

must contain all interim changes, any of the cost reports can
be displayed on the CRT screen.
This cost data is being incorporated into a number of
reports that are still in the planning stages.
Future Reports and Notices
The availability of the bill of material and master
schedule files on the computer has enabled the system to print

out the reports and notices described in the preceding section
of this paper.

This section will describe the reports and

notices that will be implemented when the inventory files
have been incorporated into the system.

With the information

—
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from this file, reports and notices will be time—phased and

will be printed out on an exception basis.

The reports will

direct the attention of the planner to areas requiring prompt
action.
Some of these reports will still be printed on a monthly

action cycle or on request.

They are tied directly to the

initiation of a new master schedule and the generation of new
’

requirement listings to cover the changes in demand.
Inventory status report

The Inventory Control Manager will use this monthly report as a master stock listing.

It will be a numerical listing

of the on—hand, on—order and allocated quantities of all inventory items.

An interim report that will be printed on request

will list only the items changed since the last monthly report

was issued.
The column headings will be:

9

l.

Part Number

2.

Description

3.
M.

Unit of Measure--each, pound, foot, barrel, etc.
Begin. Inv.--The inventory figure at the
beginning of the month

5.

Receipts--Month-to—date figure of any item

6.

Issues--Month—to-date figure of any item
removed from the inventory
Adjustments——Month—to—date figure showing
inventory corrections, scrap, etc.

7.

coming into the inventory

8.

Allocated--The quantity reserved for scheduled

9.

On—Hand Inv.-—Current inventory quantity in

shop orders but not yet withdrawn from stores
stores

V

9110.
ll.

On Order-—Total pieces for which there is an
open order-—expected receipts
Unit Cost--Cost per piece

12.
13.

Stock Value--Dollars in inventory
Number of Months Covered--The number of average

1M.

0ld Stock-—This column
long it has been since
transact1on._ * 6 mos,
etc. These indicators

months usage the on—hand inventory will cover.
This highlights overstock situations.

claring parts obsolete.

is coded to show how
the last inventory
** 12 mos, *** 18 mos,
can be used for de~

The physical inventory report
The physical inventory report will be generated twice a
year following the plant's scheduled inventory.

It will list

the stock count of the items inventoried and their variance
from book inventory.

Both the dollar and unit variance, either

plus or minus, will be shown on this report and the book inven-

tory will be adjusted by this variance.

The requirements planning report
A requirements planning report will be printed each time

a requirements generation is processed.

Its function will be

to plan the release and delivery dates for all planned and
open orders.

The report heading will contain the following

information for each part listed.

1.

Part Number

2.

Part Description

3.

Unit Cost

4. Manufactured or Purchased Lead Time
(stated in weeks)

5.

Safety Stock Quantity (stated in pieces)

I
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6.
7.
8.

0n—hand Inventory Quantity
1
Allocated Quantity
Order Policy (discrete, maximum/minimum or

fixed order quantity)

The body of the planned report is a matrix that presents
the gross requirements, planned receipt, net requirement, and
planned order information for the next twelve weekly time
periods.

A segment of the report for one of the listed part

‘ numbers will appear as depicted in Table 19.

'MfE”

I

Cost Policy

TABLE 19

REQUIREMENTS PLANNING REPORT
gt?-No.

0.H.

Description Purch L.T. Safety

5Hl234
Week No.
Gross Reqmt

1

M

Angle

Alloc. Unit

D

2.11

5

55

35

Order-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ll

12

50

45

55

35

25

20

10

15

30

20

10

20

30

20

10

20

20

10

20

5

Planned Recpt 40

15.

Net Reqmt

40

55

35

25

20

Planned Order 40

55

35

25

20

10

10
15

30

Other reports used in conjunction with the requirements
planning report but processed on an exception basis will in-

clude a requirement planning exception report, a planned order
release listing, open order exception report, and a planned
order cash summary.

9

E
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Requirements planning exception report

.

If a condition exists that warrants a change in either
the quantity or timing of an open or planned order, it will
be spotlighted by this report so the planner can analyze the
situation and take appropriate action.

The report, printed

after the requirements report, will list only those parts
which fall into this out-of-phase category.
Exception codes will indicate the type action required

·

to resolve the potential problem, i.e.,

Code Ol - Order must be expedited
Code O2 - Order can be delayed

·

Code O3 - Order quantity should be increased
Code OU — Order quantity should be decreased
or cancelled.
TABLE 20
REQUIREMENT PLANNING EXCEPTION REPORT

Part No.

Exception Code

Week No.

Quantity

5H16030
5Hl6090
5H16150
5H18960

01
01
02
02

7
7
7
8

150
130
130
190

5Hl6098

OM

8

250

5H16090

6

O3

Exception 01 = 2,

02 = 2,

03 = 1,

200

OU = l

Total Exceptions = 6

This exception type report, used in conjunction with the requirements planning report, will afford management a tool

9h
that spotlights potential problems for analysis and suggests

possible action that can be taken to correct the situation.
A planned order release listing
This listing of planned orders scheduled to be released
in the next four weeks will be issued by planner code to the
person responsible for the control of the listed inventory
i

The format for this report is shown in Table 21.

item.

It

will suggest to the planner the quantity and date an order
should be released to meet the schedule requirements.

Lead

time, cost and vendor information will also be available on

l

TABLE 21

this report.

0

1

PLANNED ORDER RELEASE
Planner Code B
Pt. No. Descrip— M/P

LT

tion

Total

Unit

Order

200

uoo

1.80

720.00

100 100 100

300

1.00

300.00

500

1000

1.20

1200.00

300

1.90

570.00

Order Periods

1

5H123U5 Flange

M

10 200

5Hl32ü5 Angle

M

12

5HlU235 Control

P

15 500

5Hl523M Control

P

15

2

TOTAL ORDERS for Planner B = 45

3

U

300

Order

Cost

Cost

Valued at $81,902.00

If more than one requirement is shown in the four weeks shown,
they can be combined into one order for a quantity discount if

one is available.

‘
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'

Open order exception report

This planned report is similar to the planned order release listing just described except that it deals with open or
released orders.

It will be used by the planner to first ob-

tain acknowledged ship dates and then to expedite if neceesary.
The format is the same as the above report.

_ Planned order cash summary
The summary will show the value of planned orders, both

purohased and manufactured, for each of the next twelve time
It wll reflect the dollar commitment made to produce

periods.

the products in accordance with the schedule.

The value of the

planned order will be shown by time periods.
TABLE 22
PLANNED ORDERS CASH SUMMARY
Planned Orders Cash Summary ·
Time‘

1
2
3
8
5
TOTALs

Period

Purchased

Manufactured

Total

53.900
33.332
26,093
25.387

21.750
15.176
15,896
10.198

21,170

32.150
18.156
10,197
15.189

81,365

240,156

325,090

565,266

20,195

Reports to be Developed
There are a number of reports and notices in the embryo

i
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stage whose formats are being developed.

These reports will

have to be incorporated into the system if the system's full

potential is to be realized.

A plan has been formulated as

to how and when they will be incorporated.

A few examples

of these reports are:
9

A work center load report

U
9

A work center load report is used in capacity planning.
Planned shop orders generated by the MRP system will be the
primary input for this report.

Using the planned start dates

and the routing file, the expected start date of each operation

on each work station will be calculated. The work load is

accumulated and summarized by work center in this report.
Overload and underload situations can be quickly located, and
capacity or master schedule adjustments can be made to resolve
the problems.

A detailed load analysis

p

A detailed load analysis is a companion report to the
work center load report.

I

It lists the orders and operations

that are scheduled at the overloaded or underloaded work stations.

Changes in priority, added personnel, or rerouting of

the job through alternate work centers are some of the means

available to solve these load problems. These type solutions
are far less expensive than a master schedule change and should
be checked out thoroughly before any decision is made to change

the master schedule.

y
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dispatch listing

E

A dispatch listing will be used in conjunction
withthe
load reports, listing each order to be processed at the
work center.

A priority coding will be assigned each order

to assist the Dispatcher and Foreman in setting up the sequence of the orders to be processed.

l

A shop order status report
A shop order status report will be designed to chart

the progress of individual orders being processed through the
plant.

It will show the current location and the work re-

maining to be done on each open shop order and will be used
primarily as a planning and expediting tool by the scheduler.
A vendor rating report
A vendor rating report is also planned that will rate
the vendors by the quality of their product, the delivery dependability, and cost.

The purchasing department will use this

report in dealing with the sales representatives and also when .
new orders are to be released.
Every report or notice now in use or planned for future
use must serve a definite purpose.

The system will not be

judged by the volume of paper it generates, but rather by its

effectiveness as a tool in the planning and control of inventory and production at this plant.

Each report combines,

correlates, or sorts information from the primary input files
in a format that presents the data in the most efficient and

p
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effective way to the ultimate user.
9

A

The reference reports are coupled with exception reports

that spotlight the potential problems and in some cases suggest
ways to resolve these problems.

The reference reports serve as

backup data for the exception reports, and the user must often
refer to the more voluminous report to see the total picture
and determine what effect corrective action will have on re° lated parts that are either on order or in the inventory.
Conclusion
In this MRP system implementation,both old and new inventory management techniques are being utilized.
is tailored to this particular plant°s needs.

The system

Many of these

old techniques have actually been incorporated as part of the
MRP system while others are used in association with it.
Discrete order quantities, ABC classification, order
point, the two bin system, and safety stock techniques are
being applied to both the dependent and independent demand inventory items.

These techniques, coupled with time-phased

ordering, planned order releases and the high speed processing
of information by the computer, will enable the inventory personnel to establish ordering policies that will effectively

control the amount and flow of inventory through the plant.
Dependent demand items are classified as "A," "B" or

"C" inventory items.

The "A" and "B" items will be ordered

in discrete order quantities so the exact amount needed will
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be time-phased to arrive in the plant at the time it is needed.
Class "C" items will still be ordered in accordance with a two

bin system.

Safety stock will be calculated only at the master

schedule level.
_

This will eliminate the excess residual in-

ventory and will result in a lower, better planned, balanced

inventory.
Independent demand items are also divided into the
' three inventory classes.

"A" items will still be ordered in

discrete order quantities in accordance with either forecast
or individual customer demand. "B" items are ordered using
an order point or maximum/minimum system and "C" items are
controlled in a two bin system.
~The independent demand items are ordered on an individual
basis when the order point quantity is reached. For this reason a safety stock must be calculated for each of these items
at every level of inventory.

The Use of Reports
The high speed computer processing of the information

from the primary input files and the printout of action—oriented
reports provides the scheduler with detailed, timely information, an extended planning horizon, and an early warning of
potential problems.

Armed with this information he can plan

and control the priorities and capacities involved in satisfying the customer demand.
All of the reports shown in figure 8 are designed to

PL„„,„__„-„
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service a particular need.

The proper use of the provided

information will result in a concerted effort to improve
customer service, reduce inventory investment and increase

operating efficiencies.
Present Benefits
The system is partially implemented at this plant and
the reports now in use reflect the inventory and planning
i
status for only the finished goods inventory. Most of the
benefits derived from this implementation will be gained only
after the entire inventory file has been entered and the comr
plete MRP system is activated.
.The current production, inventory, and sales information
available on the master production schedule and sales allocation reports makes it possible to plan and maintain more re-

liable delivery promises.

The early warning of potential

problems gives the scheduler ample time to correct or adjust
the schedule so the assigned priorities can be maintained.
With the extended planning horizon and the availability of
this current information the scheduler can establish a better
priority relationship between the units being prooessed and
can either expedite or de-expedite to meet the current demand

situation.
·

This results in improved planning and scheduling,

a better planned and balanced inventory, and improved customer

deliveries for the finished goods.

j
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Future Benefits
The activation of the complete MRP system to plan and

control the ordering and processing of all inventory items will
vresult in a number of additional benefits for the system's
users (Figure 9).
l.

Time-phasing and planned order releasing of

discrete order quantities for all class "A" and "B" dependent

. demand items will both balance and reduce the total work—in—
process and component level inventory.

An expected twenty-

percent reduction of the three-million-dollar inventory will
equal a six-hundred-thousand-dollar annual savings.
2.

Planned order release of purchase orders will

eliminate the need for continual revision of orders that were
released early to the vendor.

A conservative estimate of

these savings will be twenty thousand dollars.
3.

The reduction of the number of units in-process

at any particular time means a requirement of less queue or
Lessqueue
time when scheduling the processing of a part.
waiting
time means less overall lead time for each part being
The scheduler has more flexibility in scheduling

processed.

and can react faster to the needed changes.
U.

The expanded planning horizon, shorter lead time,

and early warning of potential problems arms the scheduler with
excellent tools with which he can establish improved plans and
schedules.

The availability of more timely information in the

form of exception reports directs his attention to the potental

‘
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problem and assists him in eliminating stockouts and emergency
situations.
There will be more savings and increased efficiencies
developed as the implementation progresses.

When the implemen-

tation is complete the plant will have an effective system to
plan and control the priorities and capacities needed to operate
efficiently.

I
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Better customer service-—reliable delivery promises
More timely information available
Advance notice of potential problems
Availability of realistic alternate plans

5. Reduction of component and work—in-process

6. Reduction in lead time and product costs

7. Increases planning horizon
8. Improved efficiency in priority and capacity planning

Fig. 9

Benefits of using MRP.
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1
THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF A MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
PLANNING SYSTEM
ABSTRACT
‘

This thesis studies the development and implementation

of a material requirements planning system designed to satisfy the production and inventory needs of a particular plant.
It traces the development of the various management techniques
from the intuitive ordering of parts, through the various
stock replenishment systems, to the design of an MRP system.
Special emphasis is placed on the review of forecasting,

«

system.

safety stock, and ordering policies because these techniques

will be included in, or used in association with, the MRP
An outline of an MRP system based on the concepts of

y

dependent demand, lead time offsetting, inventory balancing,
and high speed calculations is organized for general appliThe record design and data content of the master
production schedule, bill of material, and the time-phased
cation.

inventory files are examined, and the procedures used to translate the master schedule into time-phased net requirements
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Q

The data contained in these files, the use

Q

are developed.

Q

of that data, and the production of action-oriented reports

Q

Q

'Q from this data are also discussed.

Although an MRP system can be installed in a number of

Q

industrial environments, each application must be designed to

Q

meet the specific needs of the plant into which it is being
installed. To determine these needs, the plant, its products,

Q

Q

Q

Q

· and control systems are studied.

With this determination the

MRP system is tailored to this particular plant's operation
with the design of specific production, inventory, engineering and cost action-oriented, exception-type reports. The implementation of the MRP system and the proper use of these
reports will give the plant an effective system to plan and
control the capacities and priorities required for an efficient operation.
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